How to play “Qwixx connected”:

Version A: The steps

Everyone gets a different slip of paper (from A to E). You play Qwixx totally normally. **All** the rules apply **just the same**. There is nothing different about playing the game. **Scoring:** The 4 coloured rows are scored totally normally. There are also points for the 11 steps in total. The same points table applies to the crossed step boxes as to each individual coloured row. You can score a maximum of 66 points with the 11 step boxes in total.

**Note:** Step boxes are particularly valuable as points are scored for both the coloured row and all the crossed step boxes.

Version B: The chain

Everyone gets a different slip of paper (from A to E). You play Qwixx totally normally. There is **nothing** different about playing the game. All the rules for crossing the boxes within each individual coloured row remain exactly the same, with the following addition: if a player crosses a circled **chain box**, then they automatically **have to** cross the second linked chain box. This automatic crossing of the linked box is done **always** and **at every point** during the game. The automatic crossing of the linked box is not subject to the normal rules and is even done if a row has already been completed.

**Example:** Tim completes the yellow row. In one of the next rounds, Tim crosses a red chain box (according to the rules!): the linked yellow chain box is automatically crossed too!

The scoring of the four coloured rows remains exactly the same!